Boccia 3 vs 3 Game
Format
Round Robin
Tournament. This could
be a competition
between bubbles or
house groups.
Equipment
3x White Ball (jack), 6x
Blue Balls, 6x Red balls
(Bean bags can be used
instead), Chairs
Teams
3 vs 3

Game timing/ Scoring
Set up 10-15minutes
Played over 3 ends will take
approx. 20mins
Played over 5 ends will take
approx. 30-35mins
Each ball in the square =
1point
Scores are added after all
balls are thrown

Rules
• 3vs3 each player has two balls. Each player
should deliver their 2 boccia balls one after
the other
• For each end the white Jack ball should be
placed in the centre of the target square. If it
is knocked from the target, it should not be
replaced

Court Layout
The
target/scoring
areas are three
1m x 1m squares
that are
marked/drawn on
the floor.

Teams
2 teams, 3 vs 3.
Court Layout
Court (12.5m x 6m) or
modified badminton court.

6m

12 m

Equipment
Boccia Balls set (6x red, 6x
blue, 1x white)
Floor markings/ tape
Chairs.

Rules
• The red side always starts the
first end by propelling the jack
into court.
• The side not closest to the jack
must play until they either
manage to get closer to the
jack, or run out of balls
• The end is completed when all
balls from both sides have
been played.
• The end is scored by awarding
one point for every ball of the
same colour closer to the jack
than the nearest opposing
coloured ball.

1.5 m

Format
Round Robin
Tournament. This could be
a competition between
bubbles or house

Game timing/ Scoring
2 ends ~10 mins

10 m

Boccia 12s

Boccia 12s

Space:

3vs 3. See diagram below.
Total area equates to a
Badminton Court.

Task:
.

E

2 ends 10 mins with the aim to
get your teams balls closest the
Jack after all balls are thrown.

Boccia Balls set (6x
quipment: red, 6x blue, 1x white)
Floor markings/ tape,
Chairs.

People:

2 teams, 3 vs 3
Can also be
played between
individuals/ pairs.

Rules
• The red side always starts
the first end by propelling
the jack into court.
• The side not closest to the
jack must play until they
either manage to get closer
to the jack or run out of
balls.
• The end is completed when
all balls from both sides have
been played.
• The end is scored by
awarding one point for every
ball of the same colour closer
to the jack than the nearest
opposing coloured ball.

